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NOTICE CONCERNING FIELD MEETINGS:
The Association now has a mobile phone for
emergency communications concerning field
meetings (UK only). If you have to cancel on the
day, or are lost or late for the start of a field meeting,
please call the GA mobile phone (07724133290).
The mobile phone will only be switched on just
before and during field meetings.
(For routine enquires, please call the Field Meetings
Secretary on the usual number.)
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THE ASSOCIATION

From the President

Geologists always travel, and a dislike
of travelling must be as deleterious to a
geologist as a tuneless voice to an
Orthodox priest. It was wonderful to
hear the lecture by Professor Altangerel
Perle from Ulaan Baatar in Mongolia in
February, when he spoke in Portsmouth,
Bristol, Cambridge, and London. His
tour was sponsored by the Curry Fund,
and you can read about dinosaurs from
Mongolia and his lecture in this magazine. Some of you will also have heard
the GA lecture in London in early April
about
Mongolia
by
Dickson
Cunningham.
I am writing this, poised to fly to
China tomorrow for the first time. I am
working with colleagues here (Stuart
Kearns from Bristol and Paddy Orr from
ireland) and in China (Zhou Zhonghe
and Zhang Fucheng at the Institute for
Vertebrate Palaeontology in Beijing) to
investigate the ultrastructure and
preservation of feathers in the feathered birds and dinosaurs from the Early
Cretaceous lake deposits of Liaoning.
Our colleagues will take us in the field to
see the major sites in Liaoning
Province, and we will then study the
thousands of specimens in Beijing. Our
Chinese colleagues will come to the UK
in September 2007, bearing specimens
(we hope) for study under the scanning
electron microscope. We hope to be
able to determine once and for all
whether the dinosaur feathers really are
feathers, and also to put a geochemical
finger on why and how such soft tissues
are so spectacularly preserved there.
I am not going to write this time
about the Sesquicentenary, but we are
making plans. The first step has been a
major revamp of the GA website, paid
for by the Curry Fund. The revamp has
been done by Anatole Beams, our longtime voluntary web updater. He has
provided us with a more modern and
comprehensive website, and you should
be able to buy guides and other publications, as well as renew your membership on-line. We shall also add many
more services and pages to the site in
the next months. We thought that a
revamped website would be a first step
to securing younger members, and to
offering more outreach support to
schools and teachers.
Go to
<http://www.geologist.demon.co.uk/>
and let us know what you think. Does
it have the features you want, and can
you suggest further ways to improve it?

Mike Benton
Report from Council
This report covers the Council meetings for February and March.

The Sesquicentenary year was discussed at both meetings on the involvement of Local Groups and Affiliates in
both meetings and the Festival of
Geology/Reunion away from London.
The Local Groups Officer will liaise with
regional groups and it was agreed that
there would be financial assistance to
support local events connected with the
sesquicential year.
Barbara Butler, the manager of GA
Enterprises, which runs the stall at the
evening of lectures, has had to retire
and how to replace her (see article on
page 14) and the future of the GA
Enterprises was discussed. Council
expressed their appreciation for
Barbara’s sterling work over many
years.
The March meeting is the one where
the accounts are presented by the
Treasurer and the Auditor. The latter
talked members through the accounts
(which have to be approved by Council)
and the Treasurer discussed the budget
for the year 2007/2008. As ever, the
problem of balancing the books arose
and the level of subscription with the
final decision to be taken at the May
Council meeting.
More and more publications are being
produced electronically and on the
internet and which is the best method
to produce the guides and other publications of the GA is a continuing discussion. The publications committee are
looking into this problem.
A suggestion that meetings should be
recorded on DVD so that members who
cannot come to the meetings should
have the opportunity of seeing them
was discussed. The problems of copyright (for images) and finding someone
with the necessary skills seemed to be
the major obstacles.
The regulations regarding field trips
has been a major discussion item over
the last few years. Overseas trips have
always been a problem. Dr Mike Ridd
has looked into the problem again and
Council agreed with his advice, that
trips should be split into flights directly
purchased by participants and the GA
organising events within the country
which should satisfy the regulations.

John Crocker
Curry Fund News
There were seven new applications to
the Curry Fund at its March meeting
and two which had been deferred from
previous meetings. Of the new ones,
four were awarded grants, one was
deferred and two were refused. One of
the deferred applications was awarded
a grant and one an interest free loan,
repayable within two years.
A grant of £1072 was awarded to the
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Wren's Nest Nature Reserve for leaflets
written by children for children about
the geology of the Reserve. Manchester
Museum received £1675 towards the
cost of improved storage for specimens
and virtual access to the Museum's collections. One of the most famous fossil
localities in Britain, the Christian
Malford Squid Bed in Wiltshire, yielding
beautifully preserved squid complete
with soft body parts, will be the focus of
a detailed investigation by a group of
Earth scientists, including Keith Duff
and has been awarded £2500 towards
the cost of the project. The Yorkshire
Museum received £2000 towards the
purchase of a collection of gemstones
from the north of England. Applications
from the North East Yorkshire Geology
Trust for support for events during
Yorkshire Geology Month and Dr. Briant
for fossil analyses of an interglacial
sequence in Hampshire, were refused.
The following two applications,
deferred from previous meetings, were
given support:
Peterborough RIGS for
geological information boards, £3500
and an interest-free loan to Paul Kabrna
towards the publication costs of his
book on John Milne, as part of the
"Local Heroes Initiative" celebrating the
Geological Society's Bicentenary. But
this was refused by the applicant as the
book has now been published.
Once again, the applications demonstrate the wide ranging support that the
Curry Fund is able to offer to geological
projects. The Guidelines for applicants
and application forms can be downloaded from the GA's web site or
obtained from the GA office at
Burlington House. We look forward to
receiving your applications.

Susan Brown,
Curry Fund Secretary
Library Notes
Although temperatures here are more
like summer it is perhaps not inappropriate to bring Iceland to your attention,
where summer temperatures may be
similar.
Johannesson,
H
+
Saemundsson, K. 1998 Geological map
of Iceland 1:5000,000. Bedrock geology.
Reykjavik: Icelandic Institute of
Natural History 2nd ed. ISBN 99799335-O-X . In ‘Icelandic English’.
The map covers the whole island with
faults related to active volcanic zones
clearly shown as are eruptive fissures
and
craters
extending
beneath
Vatnajskull causing such devastation
not so long ago.
Continued on page 22......
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June Meeting -

The Stopes Medal Lecture

The role of geology in understanding the life and times of
Boxgrove Man
M.B. Roberts
Institute of Archaeology
University College London
Friday 1 June 2007
Geological Society, Burlington House
Piccadilly, W1V 0JU at 6.00pm. tea at 5.30

One of the great difficulties of working
in the Palaeolithic period is providing
accurate contexts for archaeological
discoveries.
Finds are most often
recovered by chance, eroding out of

Handaxes from the waterhole.

cliffs, from quarries or construction
projects. Additionally, the landscape
has often changed greatly from that
inhabited during the Pleistocene, as a
result of physical process acting over
what are, on a human timescale, considerable periods of time.
Archaeologists are essentially interested in human behaviour at various
stages of the development of our own
genus Homo and its antecedents. As a
precursor to studying human behaviour, it is also useful to know what type
of human made the artefacts or inhabited the palaeolandscape we are studying. Because human remains are so
rare from these periods, we have to
rely on placing our other finds in a
secure chronostratigraphic context.
This knowledge then allows us to frame
the physical and mental capabilities
and constraints of the early humans.
Additionally, the broad concept of

The Boxgrove waterhole excavations looking
south.

human behaviour can be broken down
into more specific traits that are identifiable from the archaeological record,
such as the use of space, food procurement and tool technology. However, in
order to study the archaeological data,
along with that provided by the environmental sciences, we need to construct a secure geological framework,
into which the component parts of
other disciplines fit.
The example of how archaeologists
and Quaternary scientists construct
these frameworks is drawn from my
own research at the site of Boxgrove
and its environs.
Archaeological
remains, mainly in the form of stone
tools, are found in every sedimentary
unit at the site. Our first task was to
describe these units and to use sedimentological and palaeoenvironmental
studies to determine their modes and
environments of deposition. With this
work complete it became possible to
reconstruct the history of the archaeological layers and artefacts since they

of the excavation period, Boxgrove represented one of the most thoroughly
investigated multi-disciplinary Palaeo lithic projects ever undertaken but as
the analysis phase began it became
clear that we now needed to place the
site in a far wider geographical context.
The disposition of the Boxgrove sediments, the Slindon and Eartham
Formations, including the buried cliff
line and raised beach needed to be
ascertained through detailed geological
mapping. The Raised Beach Mapping
Project began in 2001, and was finished
this year, with the completion of the
report detailing our findings.
The mapping project involved examining old data bases and reports,
together with visiting as many exposures as possible across the study area.

The Boxgrove landscape looking south west.

When this work was complete, a series
of resistivity transects, boreholes and
test pits were undertaken. During the
course of the work, major studies were
launched into the exotic rocks associated with the raised beach sequences of
Sussex and Hampshire; the invertebrate microfaunas of the raised beaches;
and
reconstruction
of
the
Pleistocene landscape.
The results
revealed that the Boxgrove beach, or
as it is now formally known the
Westbourne-Arundel Raised Beach, was
laid down over an east-west extent of
26km, in a semi enclosed marine bay
formed between the Littlehampton and
Portsdown Anticlines.
The implications of landscape and climate reconstruction for the early
humans who lived and hunted along
the beach will be discussed in depth
during the course of the lecture.

Borehole rig in front of West Stoke Church
during the mapping project.

An analogy for the Boxgrove sequence:
wave cut notch and cave at Seaford
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were abandoned half a million years
ago. Understanding the processes acting upon the artefacts, their taphonomic history, meant that behavioural studies could now be started.
Accordingly, a picture of Boxgrove
people, as efficient hunters; makers of
superb quality flint tools; and exploiters
of a wide range of environments and
ecosystems at the end of an interglacial
and beginning of the ensuing cold
stage, began to be drawn. At the end

Exotic rocks in the wall of Earnley Church.
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July Meeting
Subterranean Magma Movement at Mount St.
Helens Volcano
Prof. Jonathan Blundy
Professor of Petrology
Department of Earth Sciences
University of Bristol

Friday 6 July 2007
Geological Society, Burlington Houase
Piccadilly, W1V 0JU at 6.00pm. tea at 5.30
Explosive volcanic eruptions are driven by accumulation and rapid ascent of volatile-bearing magma in the
upper 15 km or so of the continental crust. A major
challenge of volcanology is linking the pre-eruptive
movement of magma beneath a volcano to monitored
signals such as seismicity, ground deformation and gas
emissions. In an attempt to reconstruct events in the
magma body that fuelled the 1980-86 eruption of Mount
St. Helens volcano, USA, we have analysed melt inclusion and groundmass glasses from pumices and dome
rock samples spanning the entire eruptive episode for
major and trace elements, CO2 and H2O, using a combination of electron- and ion-microprobes. These data provide a substantial temporal petrological dataset for comparison to the extensive monitoring record at St. Helens.
Dissolved H2O in the melt inclusions ranges from 0 to
6.7 wt%, with the highest values from the Plinian phase
of May 18, 1980. H2O contents decrease, and incompatible trace elements increase, with increasing SiO2, indicative of decompression-driven crystallisation. Latent heat
release during decompression crystallisation caused
magma temperature to rise by ~100 °C during ascent.
CO2 contents of melt inclusions reveal near-constant
CO2:H2O ratio in the coexisting vapour phase, irrespective of H2O content, suggestive of pre-eruptive fluxing of
gases through the magma. Several other lines of evidence, including disequilibrium between short-lived uranium series radionuclides and elevated lithium concen-

trations in some melt inclusions support this interpretation.
The volatile contents of the melt inclusions have been
used to calculate their trapping pressures, which can in
turn be converted to depth for comparison with the contemporaneous seismic record. The Plinian eruption of
May 18, 1980 discharged magma stored over a range of
depths from 5 to 11 km below sea-level (bsl). The preceding eruptions, including the May 18, 1980 blast
deposit, and subsequent 1980 episodes, involved shallower magma withdrawal, from just below the edifice
itself to ?10 km bsl. Tapping of magma stored more than
2 km bsl stopped abruptly in December 1980, coincident
with the onset of extensive shallow seismicity and a
change from explosive to effusive eruptions. We interpret this transition as a response to choking of the conduit system by highly crystallised magma. The close correspondence between the petrological and seismic
records at St. Helens augurs well for an improved understanding of what happened underground prior to major
eruptions. (See back page for photograph of Mt. St.
Helens)

The dark grey amoeboid patches included in the core of this plagioclase phenocryst from Mount St. Helens are silicate glass quenched
from volcanic liquid during eruption. Because they are trapped inside
crystals, they contain information on the pre-eruptive volatile budget of
the magma, which is otherwise lost upon eruption, and can be used to
reconstruct pre-eruptive underground movements of magma.

December 2006 Meeting: Intrusion of the Great Whin and Midland Valley dolerite sills
Professor Neil Goulty gave us a fascinating insight to the Whin Sill, leavened by wicked humour throughout. The saucer-shaped dolerite sills were
fed by dykes, and it has been deduced that the head of the intrusion was
not far from the contemporaneous land surface. The associated flood
basalts have also been related to them. The Sills’ thicknesses are greatest
at their centres, and they also increase with depth.
He recounted a famous controversy over whether Holy Island housed a
Dyke or a Sill. He showed pictures which supported either identity, but he
presented a typical palaeomagnetic profile (warning us that any profile presented as “typical” was usually the best that had ever been found) that
showed that the body changed between vertical and horizontal, thereby
proving either assertion at will.
He showed splendid pictures of the regional scenery, and significant
details of ropey lava and amygdales, that confirmed the top of a sill. He explained a formula linking sill thickness with
intrusion depth, as well as a cunning unravelling of why the step and stair transgressions of the bedding mostly step
downwards with the bedding dip, whether the magma was flowing up- or down-dip, as a result of the upper sediments
floating on the intruded magma.
Tony Iles
Editor’s Note. Unfortunately we do not have short reports of the meetings since December as Tony Iles, who writes these reports
and takes the photographs, has been ill. If any member would like to continue these reports it would be very useful for those members who were not able to attend the meeting.
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Professor Perle’s visit to the UK – 17th February-2nd March 2007
supported by the Curry Fund
There is a much to be said for sharing your dreams,
ambitions, wants and desires and as a former therapist, I
have supported many people to achieve a final goal. It
was therefore no surprise to many who know me that I
wanted to support the dream of a man I met in the dry
dusty Mongolian Gobi desert while leading an expedition
for the Scientific Exploration Society (SES) in the summer
of 2006. His dream was to visit the UK.
However, this was no ordinary man. Born on 1st July
1945, Professor Altangerel Perle originally studied to
become an engineer but his passion for Mongolian history
soon took him on a journey to become Mongolia’s leading
palaeontologist. This was a personal journey which would
see no fewer than eight dinosaurs named after him and
many unique discoveries which include the entwined
skeletons of a protoceratops and velociraptor locked in
perpetual mortal combat. As Perle stated in the lectures
he gave in the UK, “Scientifically they are not new, but the
fossilized position of the dinosaurs and the fact that they
are fighting, have never been seen elsewhere. I found
them in August 1971, this was my first discovery on the
road of dinosaurology.”
This road of discovery led him to find, in 1974, the
unique skull of the Erlicosaurus andrewsi, a late
Segnosaur from the late Cretaceous period and the only
adequately preserved skull of its type in the world; which
wrapped in only tissue paper and an old shoe box Perle
brought with him to the UK, to the great excitement of all
who had the opportunity to view it.
In the first instance Professor Perle’s visit was made
possible after I visited the British Embassy in Ulaanbataar,
the capital of Mongolia. The British Ambassador, His

Steven, Perle and Mongolian Ambassador (at reception)

Excellency Chris Osborne, had shown great enthusiasm
and interest in the recent SES expedition and its findings,
which included the discovery of a nest of small dinosaur
eggs and two perfectly preserved raptor skulls. As an
amateur geologist with a deep seated interest in palaeontology, the Ambassador listened with great interest to the
details of the expedition and about my conversation with
Perle, which had taken place one late afternoon as the sun
was setting in the Gobi desert. With the team spread out
across the hard red sandstone landscape, methodically
brushing away at its surface in search of that next big
find, Perle and I sat in the shade of an over hanging rock
formation and talked of home- his was the hectic streets
of Ulaanbataar and mine, London. It was then that Perle
declared his desire to visit the UK, to see the world
renowned collections held at the Natural History Museum
and to spend time studying some of its unique fossil artefacts.

6

Erlicosaurus skull, close up

The Ambassador agreed to fund Professor Perle’s flights
in the interest of building relations between British and
Mongolian scientists. The visit was made possible with the
support of Professor Adrian Lister, Professor of
Palaeobiology at University College, London and SES
Council member. Professor Adrian Lister secured the grant
from The Curry Fund of the Geologists’ Association
to fund Perle’s travel and subsistence costs while in the
UK. The Mongolian Embassy in London kindly provided
accommodation for Professor Perle and at the end of his
visit, the Ambassador generously held a reception there
to thank all those who had been involved in the highly
successful visit.
On Saturday 17thFebruary, in the middle of the
Mongolian Embassy’s Lunar New Year celebrations and
almost seven months following our original conversation,
Perle finally landed in the UK. A series of presentations on
Perle’s life history and key finds had been arranged, each
hosted by a leading British palaeontologist or palaeobiologist.
The tour started at Portsmouth University where Perle
met Dr David Martill. Dr Martill is a reader in palaeobiology and works primarily on the palaeobiology of pterosaurs
and the exceptional preservation of fossil vertebrates,
with a particular interest in the Cretaceous period. Perle
met with many of Dr Martill’s students and travelled to the
Isle of Wight to stay with Dr Martill and I believe sample
his first class home brew! On returning to the mainland
Perle had time to explore some of the Dorset Jurassic
coastline, the most geologically diverse coastline in the
world and had the opportunity to meet David Soul in Lyme
Regis and view his exceptional private collection of fossils.
On the departure of Perle, Dr Martill stated “Knowing the
reputation of Professor Perle as one of Asia’s most outstanding dinosaur hunters, we were delighted to be able
to invite him down to Portsmouth to talk to our
Palaeobiology Group. I have long been fascinated by the
dinosaurs from Mongolia and China, and working on the
Isle of Wight dinosaur fauna, I was very keen to learn
more about the Cretaceous outcrops in Asia where some
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approaches.
It was with the understanding of this progressive
research method, that Dr Rayfield asked Professor Perle
for permission to CT scan the Erlicosaurus. This was an
opportunity not to be missed and was enthusiastically
welcomed by Perle. Not only would the CT scan help
develop the knowledge and research on the Erlikosaurus
skull, and this unique type of dinosaur, but would be the
start of collaborative work between the Universities of
Bristol and Mongolia. This work will now also include one
of Dr Rayfield’s PhD students at Cambridge University.

Erlicosaurus andrewsi skull and CT scanned image on screen

of the dinosaurs are similar to our UK species. I had been
informed that the Professor was going to bring some
examples of Mongolian material with him, and I was looking forward to seeing this material. I really should have
been more prepared. When he pulled the holotype of
Erlikosaurus from his bag I was stunned. Firstly, as I had
assumed only a cast would have been available, but no,
this was the real thing. But not only that, the quality of
preservation was stunning. I have never seen such beautiful material. Isle of Wight dinosaurs bones will never
quite be the same.”
Mike Benton, Professor of Vertebrate Palaeontology at
the University of Bristol and GA President was next to
welcome Perle. Following a tour of the University research
facilities, Perle was taken to the City Museum and given
access to view and discuss the many gems hidden away
from public eye, following which to a packed auditorium,
Perle gave his presentation. This was warmly received
and soon after he had finished he was swamped by many
students keen to talk to the man they had read much
about. Again they were given the unique opportunity to
see the Erlicosaurus skull. Sitting in the audience was Dr
Emily Rayfield who was to take great interest in the
Erlicosaurus and Perle’s work.
We were soon to discover that Dr Rayfield was not only
a lecturer in palaeobiology at the University of Bristol, but
had research interests in Biomechanics and the evolution
of dinosaur vertebrates. She also specialises in the application of engineering analysis to questions of morphological function and evolution in living and extinct organisms.
This is achieved through virtual reconstruction using laser
and computed tomography (CT) scanning techniques and
the integration of such techniques with biomechanical

Steve and Perle - Taken in Mongolia 2006 - the beginning of the
Journey to the UK

As Dr Rayfield stated at the time “Professor Perle’s visit to
the UK has provided a once in a lifetime experience not
only to meet and interact with Perle but to CT scan and
digitally reconstruct the skull of Erlicosaurus, a unique
theropod dinosaur that will possibly never again leave
Mongolia”.
With Perle’s time in UK limited, Dr Rayfield had to work
hard to find a facility that would complete the scan at such
short notice. So while arrangements were being made,
Perle travelled to Cambridge University.
On arrival at Christ’s College, Perle made himself very

Perle talking to students at Cambridge

much at home in the historical wood-panelled rooms of Dr
David Norman, reader in Vertebrate Palaeobiology and
Director of the Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences. An
exceptionally warm welcome was given to Perle by many
of Dr Norman’s enthusiastic students, who gave up a
great deal of time to look after him. While at the
Sedgewick Museum, Perle was able to interact with the
students during a very informal gathering, which provided an opportunity for them to chat to him and study the
Erlicosaurus. By this time, in Perle’s visit, I was getting
quite used to the fact that this great adventure had two
star attractions, one man and his unique find!
While at the Sedgewick Museum, The Naked Scientist
radio station sent along a roving reporter to interview
Perle and myself, thus enabling the listeners to hear from
Perle the history of how and where the Erlicosaurus was
found.
Perle’s last presentation took place at The Natural
History Museum (NHM) in London. Before this took place
he spent time looking at the collections, accompanied by
Professor Adrian Lister and Dr Angela Milner, Associate
Keeper of Palaeontology at the Museum. Dr Milner was
keen to support Perle in his work and build relations
between the NHM and the University of Mongolia. Thus it
is hoped that the Museum will be able to get funding for
two preparators to visit Ulaanbaatar to train Perle and his
colleagues in more modern techniques of fossil reconstruction.
Dr Milner summed up Perle’s visit by saying “It was a
pleasure to be able to show Perle our specimen of the
Archaeopteryx, which has been one of his life ambitions to
see”.
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Perle at X-TEK

Having made enquires, the CT scan of the Erlicosaurus
skull took place on Perle’s last day in the UK. It is with
special thanks to X-TEK SYSTEMS LTD, Tring in
Hertfordshire, a leading company in X-ray technology,
and in particular Dr Geraint Dermody and Andrew Ramsey
who not only agreed to scan the Erlikosaurus skull for
free, but gave their valuable time to this project. For
Professor Perle, Dr Emily Rayfield and myself, it was the
most fascinating day as we watched the skull transformed, slice-by-slice on a computer screen. As the overall image was being created through singular sliced
images, we were able digitally to remove the visible exterior of the skull to observe hidden aspects which had
never been seen before. This included seeing new teeth
buried within the lower jaw, ready to push out older teeth.
The skull was in three parts, and over many years Perle
had painstakingly pieced the main body of the skull
together. However the lower jaw was not attached and

remained as two separate parts. Thus, each piece was
individually scanned and created into separate images,
and with Andrew’s great skill the three images were digitally brought together and for the first time in 80 million
years the skull could be seen as a complete piece.
As this is the only skull of its type found in the world
this was a very exciting, historical memorable day.
On hearing of the achievements of Perle’s visit, His
Excellency Chris Osborne, in Ulaanbaatar stated, “It was
a great privilege to support the visit of Prof Perle to the
UK. With limited resources, it seemed to me and others
that Mongolia needed to re-establish its academic links
with the outside world, and where better to start than the
UK. The Professor’s trip, with the generous support of the
Scientific Exploration Society, The Curry Fund of the
Geologists’ Association and the Mongolian Embassy in
London not only enabled a great human being to realise a
life long dream, but has kick started what I hope will be a
long and productive link between the UK and Mongolia in
the science of Palaeontology”.
But the journey does not stop here. Dr Rayfield will continue to study the CT scanned images and interest has
been received from Larry Witmer, Professor of Anatomy at
Ohio University and a world expert in CT-based visualization of the anatomy of the brain and ears of fossil reptiles.
Having heard about Perle’s visit to the UK and the scanning of the Erlicosaurus skull, he has asked to be involved
in what I am sure will be a fascinating and on going study
into this very unique dinosaur and all because a man
expressed a long term wish to visit the UK,
I would like to express my sincere thanks to all those
involved in making this exceptional visit happen.
To learn more about Scientific Exploration Society’s next
expedition to Mongolia, which is taking place 16th June16th July this year, when the team will be working with
Professor Perle in the Strictly Protected Area A, in the SW
of Mongolia.
Please visit our website, www.sesexplore.org or contact the Society on +44 (0)1747854
898.

By Steven Ballantyne
Expedition manager
and leader for the
Scientific Exploration Society

Visitors’ Fund
Editor's note: After a group of GA members visited Bulgaria in 1971 they founded a 'Visitors' Fund'
whose aim was to help foreign geologists to visit the British Isles. Its main purpose was to provide supporting
funds for geologists who have to pay their own expenses, or who are personal guests of geologists resident in
the British Isles. Priority was given to geologists from Eastern Europe or other countries where travel funding
was difficult to obtain. The fund has always been very small and it was decided two years ago to subsume
the Visitors' Fund into the Curry Fund but still maintain the original principles of the. It was from this fund
that Professor Perle was given support to visit the UK.
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Field trip to Frankfurt Saturday October 28 2006 - Part 3:Nierstein Palaeontological Museum
After spending the morning looking at the Messel Pit, as
reported in the last issue of the Magazine, the group
crossed the Rhine to sample the food and the wine at the
Weinbar Hans-Hermann Staiger in Nierstein. Thus fortified, the group then visited the museum which is a treasure trove of magnificent fossils. It is hard to imagine that
this is a collection by just Arnulf and Harald Stapf, father
and son. The fossils are of such quality and size that they
would be worthy of any major geological museum. Our
group were bowled over by the collection. Harald Stapf
showed us around and even had a tray of samples for us
to choose from and
take home! An idea
of the range and
quality of the exhibits
can be seen from the
photos.
The only leaflet
that was available
was in German and is
translated below:
“ It was about 1944
that Arnulf, then
aged nine, laid the
foundation stone for
today's palaeontological museum at
Nierstein. Whilst fishing in the Rhein he
found a tiny piece of
gold plate, which
Arnulf Stapf
may well have been
the significant experience which started his collection of
stones. Whilst unsuccessfully searching for further finds of
gold, the careful young observer was fascinated by finds
of petrified seashells and snail-shells. That was the origin
of the Stapf
Collection.
Having
exhaustively searched
the immediate surroundings,
he search ed further
and further
a f i e l d .
Together
with
the
increase in
his interest,
experience
and knowledge, the
number of
like-minded
f r i e n d s
increased
without
whose support today's
Some crinoids on the stair well
Collection

would not have materialised.
The constantly growing collection of fossils expanded in
the Stapf home so that there
did not remain a corner in
the house, from loft to the
cellar, no shelf and no drawer, which was safe from his
petrifactions. Urged on by his
desire to make his finds
accessible to the general
public and thus share his
enthusiasm for this with others, Arnulf Stapf exhibited for

Just one of the rows of cabinets with Dr Wilde our leader for the day

the first time, in 1965, part of his collection in one of
Nierstein's schools. In 1971, the municipality of Nierstein
provided accommodation for a permanent exhibition
which soon was equipped with display cabinets and
descriptive panels. The first glass cases were constructed
by grandfather Stapf in his own workshop. Three years
later, numerous friends of Arnulf's decided to set up an
association with the objective of fostering support for the
fledgeling museum. With the help of his friends and the

Anyone for a fossil? Harald Stapf offering fossils to the group
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ago, right up to those that are just a few million years old
from the Tertiary deposits. As not all geological levels of
the different periods are accessible in Germany, many
excursions into neighbouring European countries were
undertaken in order to fill the gaps which existed in the
collection. Another focus of the collection is on fossils from
the immediate surroundings of Nierstein. In part these
fossils come from the 250 million year old Saar-Pfalz redlayered (Rotliegenden) deposits, and in part they are finds
from the 30 million years old marine deposits of the Mainz
basin.
Equally as delightful as the exhibits are the anecdotes
and recollections which relate to them. These adventures
and recollections, though not recorded on the descriptive
panels, are happily re-told by Arnulf Stapf during his conducted tours of the museum.
The old town hall given to the Stapf’s to house their collection

Harald Stapf explains a point to Roger Dixon

municipality and with the collecting efforts of family Stapf
(son Harald fortunately picked up this collector's passion
in his manger) the museum has been growing till today and its continued growth is unstoppable.
The collection of fossils,
which
consists of
s e v e r a l
thousand
exhibits,
focuses on
s e v e r a l
aspects.
A r n u l f
Stapf's chief
endeavour
has
been,
and remains,
to assemble
fossils from
the different
periods and
to
present
these
in
their chronological order,
starting with
fossils from
the Cambr ian age from
500
An example of the quality, size of the fossils and how about
million years
well they are displayed

10

Magnificent fish

The growing number of members of the Association of
Friends of the Museum have made it possible in recent
years to acquire additional glass display cabinets. At the
present time the museum comprises four rooms made
available by Nierstein's municipality, equipped in all with
45 glass display cabinets.
Sincere thanks are due to the municipality of Nierstein,
to the circle of friends and to the numerous benefactors.”
The museum has a web site - www.museum-nierstein.de
-which, like their leaflet, is unfortunately only in German.
After the visit to the museum, the group returned to
Frankfurt having had a fantastic day which included a site
visit, food and wine and which finished with this magnificent museum.
Our thanks are due to our hosts from the Senckenberg
Museum - Prof. A.Lord, Dr. E.Schindler and Dr. V. Wilde for their splendid organisation and the time they devoted
to us for the whole of this trip and to Roger Dixon and
David Bone of the GA for organising such an excellent
weekend.

Thanks to Hans Neustadt
for the translation

John Crocker
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Dynamic and kinematic evolution of a fold-thrust belt, with particular
focus on deformation front migration. A report of fieldwork carried
out in Montana during the summer of 2006 by Caroline Setchell
Abstract
The purpose of this study is to understand the development
and evolution of fold thrust belts, specifically the migration and
evolution of the deformation front. Deformation style and its
surface expression in a fold thrust belt are governed by factors
which include the properties of the basal decollement horizon
and the rheology of the sediment pile. Two folds at the
extreme eastern edge of the Sawtooth Range, Montana, USA
(Fig. 1) were selected for a detailed field analysis.
Deformation of the Sawtooth Range occurred in the
Cretaceous. It is dominated by large thrust sheets in the hinterland, with fold structures near the deformation front. The
sediment pile is dominated by carbonate platform deposits and
the major detachment horizons in the Sawtooth Range are
Cambrian and Devonian shales.
The Teton Canyon provides a clear cross-section of two fold
structures (the Teton and Little Teton Anticlines) (Fig. 2).
Using GPS, a detailed study of the geometry of the anticlines
was made. Bedding orientation was collected, as well as the
orientations of joints, veins and faults. Lastly, the locations,
dimensions and orientations of sub-map-scale folds were
recorded.
The fold shapes and asymmetry are reflected in the topography, an example of a concordant morphology. A broad hinge
can be seen as well as distinct ridges where resistant beds outcrop. The western limb has a constant dip along strike and has
a gentler dip than the eastern limb. In contrast, the eastern
limb becomes steeper when traced south along strike, and is
steepest where the smaller eastern fold dies out.
Well data indicates that the geometry is more complex at
depth than the surface analysis would suggest. The folds form
in the triangle zone in the frontal region of the thrust belt, Figs.
3&4. Future work will focus on using seismic data to further
constrain the cross sections of the Sawtooth Range and to create a 3D model of the fold structures, in order to understand
the influence of the properties of the basal detachment and the
rheology of the overlying sedimentary succession on the deformation style at the frontal edge of a thrust-fold belt.
Introduction
The Sawtooth Range is the frontal region of the Montana

Disturbed Belt, a thin-skinned thrust-belt formed during the
Cretaceous-Eocene Sevier Orogeny.
The Sawtooth Range
varies in stratigraphy and structure along strike, and these
variations may be linked to the influence of basement structures within the Great Falls Tectonic Zone, such as the
Scapegoat-Bannatyne Trend and the Pendroy Fault (figure 1).
Objectives
This field study forms part of a multidisciplinary programme,
designed to investigate the deformation rate and styles of
development of multiple fold types in fold-thrust belts (the
Zagros, Iran and the Sawtooth Range, Montana, USA). The
geometry, fracture patterns and geomorphological attributes of
the surface folds are examined in order to constrain the development of individual fold structures. The study focuses on
structures near the deformation front of the fold-thrust belts in
Iran and the USA.
Prior to the field season, the behaviour and development of
folds in the Zagros was studied using satellite images. For the
field component of this study, we have selected folds in the
Sawtooth range, in the same structural position as many of the
Zagros folds and developed in a similar lithology.
In the field, a section of the Cave Mountain Quadrangle,
which includes the folds of interest, was mapped at a scale of
1:24,000 and bedding units were traced around the structures.
Secondly, using GPS, a detailed study of the geometry of the
Teton and Teton East anticlines was made. Bedding orientation
was also collected, as well as the orientation of fracture sets,
including joints, veins and faults. Lastly, the locations, dimensions and orientations of sub-map scale folds were recorded.
The Teton Canyon
The Teton Canyon area in the Sawtooth Range contains exposures of a Mississippian (Carboniferous) carbonate rimmed
shelf sequence. This sequence is unconformably overlain by a
clastic sequence representing the infilling of a foreland basin as
the basin and the associated foreland bulge migrate in front of
the advancing deformation front. Higher in the sequence, the
sediments become marine as a result of the northwards-directed incursion of the Cretaceous Interior Seaway.
Two folds with the surface geometry of detachment folds (i.e
folds formed by crumpling above a slip horizon) are seen near
the leading edge of the thrust belt and have been mapped
as frontal ramp anticlines (i.e. a fold formed above a
thrust as it climbs from one slip horizon to one higher in
the succession) [Mudge, 1982a]. Teton canyon provides
a clear cross-section of the fold structures (figure 2) and
the shape and asymmetry of the Teton Anticline is reflected in the shape of the hillside. A broad hinge can be seen
as well as distinct ridges where resistant beds outcrop.
The western limb is observed to have constant dip along
strike, and to be gentler in dip than the eastern limb. By
contrast the hillslope of the eastern limb becomes steeper to the south along strike, paralleling the trend of the
subsurface geology.

The Teton Anticlines
Both folds are capped, in this region, by the
Mississippian Madison Formation, a 400m-thick sequence
of shelf carbonates. The Teton Anticline is the larger of
the two folds and has an average strike of 175o.The hinge
line can be confidently traced for at least 7 km before
being cut off by a major thrust sheet to the north and
dying out to the south. The fold has a half wavelength of
approximately 1.5 km, an average aspect ratio (hinge
length to half wavelength) of 4.7 and an interlimb angle
of 125-105o, suggesting that the Teton Anticline is a
detachment fold. However, along strike, the dip of the
Figure 1: Setting of the Sawtooth Range [Mudge, 1982b]. Red area marks the forelimb becomes steeper, such that a symmetrical fold in
the northern mapped section becomes distinctly asymarea studied.
metric several km to the south. The folds are separated
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symmetric several km to the
south.The folds are separated by a syncline
which is un-faulted, at least in the overlying
clastic section.
The Little Teton Anticline dies out
between the forks of the Teton River and the
Morrison Formation is clearly exposed on the
nose. The trend of this fold diverges somewhat from the trend of the Teton Anticline .
The asymmetry of the Teton Anticline is most
pronounced south of the point where the
Little Teton Anticline dies out.
In the north of the mapping area,
Figure 4. The Alberta triangle zone, at the deformation front
the Teton and Little Teton Anticlines are interof the Rocky Mountains (Price, 1981)
preted to be detachment folds, with the
detachment likely to be in the underlying
the clastic sequence.
Devonian Jefferson-Three Forks Formation, a shale horizon. Conclusions
The increasingly asymmetry of the Teton Anticline when traced
The folds examined in this study are the frontal folds of the
south of the mapping area suggests that the fold may be a Sawtooth Range, and neither fold appears to be a simple ramp
ramp anticline and that there may be a thrust fault coring the anticline, as previously mapped [Mudge, 1982a]. Both the
fold to accommodate the shortening
as Little Teton Anticline dies out.
A preliminary cross-section
(figure 3) based on surface and welllog data indicate that a subsurface
configuration of the folds is more complicated than a surface analysis suggests. The cross section covers the
triangle zone, which is interpreted as a
series of stacked, forward developing
thrust slices under a back thrust at the
base of the Upper Cretaceous. This is
similar to the Alberta Triangle Zone
(figure 4) in the Rocky Mountain
foothills
On the geological map
Figure 3: Preliminary cross-section of the triangle zone at the deformation
[Mudge, 1982a] the Little Teton
front of the Sawtooth Range, Montana.
Anticline is shown to continue south of
the South Fork of the Teton River rather than dying out Teton and Little Teton Anticlines vary along strike, and the
between the forks as discussed above. Examination of the Teton Anticline becomes markedly asymmetric to the south.
region into which this axial trace has been erroneously extendThe large-scale deformation style differs between the two
ed reveals a buckle fold in the Kootenai Formation, several fold-thrust belts chosen for this programme. The Zagros
hundred metres up section, with a wavelength of about 100m. mountains consist mainly of fold trains within three major
This fold has symmetric limbs that dip at 60 degrees and has thrust sheets and the Sawtooth Range is dominated by large
a z-fold on the eastern limb. In view of the dramatic change of thrust sheets. In addition, the deformation front has a differlimb dip noted above and a clear pericline at the nose of the ent geometry in each region. A triangle zone is observed in the
Little Teton Anticline, it is not clear why this fold was mapped Sawtooth Range, which has not been described in the Zagros
as a continuation of the Little Teton Anticline.
Simply Folded Belt. One of the further aims of this programme
Close to the northern nose of Little Teton Anticline, an anom- is to determine what parameters affect the distribution of
alous thickness of a sandstone unit (the Swift Sandstone) has strain within a fold-thrust belt. Cover rock rheology, strain rate
been mapped from outcrop. The scarcity of outcrops makes it (plate kinematics) and distance from collision zone are likely to
difficult to determine the reason for this thickening, but possi- be key parameters.
bilities include buckling of the Jurassic section, thrusting on the
fold limb, or back-thrusting from the mapped frontal thrust to
the east. The presence of buckling in the Cretaceous section Acknowledgements
suggests that buckling may also be present in other parts of
Caroline Setchell was a recipient of a grant from the BakerArbor Fund of the GA, which was used partially to fund her
fieldwork in Montana. She is currently studying for a PhD in
the Department of Earth Science and Engineering at Imperial
College.
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Figure 2: Cross section of Teton Anticline cut approximately W-E by the
Teton River. Photograph taken looking NW.
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Jake Hancock:
Some memories and a most memorable field trip
As noted in Jim Kennedy’s excellent and affectionate
memoir (Proceedings of the Geologists’ Association,
117,103-122), Jake Hancock was field meetings secretary of the Geologists’ Association from 1957 to 1960.
One of the first trips he organized was to Austria in June
1957. It was an ambitious tour of most of the country,
from the Tyrol to Burgenland to Carinthia to Salzburg,
taking in not only the various tectonic units of the Alps but
also the Vienna Basin and several mineral deposits; I
believe it was the first such tour to Austria from the UK
after the war and its aftermath. At the time I was a second-year research student at Cambridge. I already knew
Jake, by then based at King’s College London, as an
enthusiastic demonstrator in Cambridge practical classes
and from a field trip to Pembrokeshire, led by Richard Hey
in 1955. Jake had encouraged me in several ways. When
choosing options for Part 2 of the Tripos there was pressure to choose all palaeontology from Professor Bulman,
and all petrology from Professor Tilley, but I wanted to do
a combination. Jake had done the same a few years earlier, and had survived. So did I. Jake also encouraged me
to propose research on the Jurassic of the Hebrides to
Maurice Black, his former supervisor on Cretaceous rocks
from the same area and my subsequent one. Maurice
knew everything, but day-to-day attention to his students
was not his style. I think Jake and I both knew what we
wanted to do, and did it with advice from staff and especially contemporaries. I have many later memories of
Jake , but will only comment on that early trip.
The Alps trip was nothing to do with my research, but I
wanted to broaden my horizons. I struggled to pay for it;
I don’t think it occurred to us to apply for research council funding for such things then. I must have been one of
the youngest members of the party, and am now one of
the diminishing band of survivors. On the trip the old
stagers stayed in hotels, and the young Turks in youth
hostels. The latter included Jake himself, Derek Ager, and
Richard Lambert, all to become well known academics at
King’s, Imperial/Swansea and Oxford respectively; Hugh
Ivimey-Cook, later of the BGS, John Martin, later chief
geologist of B.P., and Ted Neville from Cork. The older
generation included Norman Falcon and Peter Kent of B.
P., L. R. Cox of the Natural History Museum, Harry
Whittington, then at Harvard, T. C. Nicholas, bursar of
Trinity College, Cambridge, and Dennis Curry, an authority on Tertiary molluscs and a major benefactor of the G.
A. when he sold the family business. The last three were
accompanied by their wives. So was Bob Stoneley of B.P.,
later Professor of Petroleum Geology at Imperial College:
not an old stager then. So we were quite a cross-section
of British geology as of the mid-50s. We were led by a
number of Austrian geologists, mainly Dr A. Rüttner, who
eventually became director of the Austrian Geological
Survey.
It is a great pity that nobody wrote an account of our
tour for the G.A. Proceedings, and it would be pointless
now. All I can do is to try to recall something of its
flavour. We had a big coach, and had to deliver people to
both the luxurious and the hostel accommodation. Our
proposed trip over the Glocknerstrasse was denied by
snow so we had to take a train through a tunnel instead.
But on the whole the logistics (not a 1957 word) worked
smoothly, though no doubt Jake and our hosts had their
anxious moments. Western Austria was already quite
prosperous and beginning its tourist boom, but the east

was not long out of Russian control and was noticeably
shabbier. Naturally the Alps are the predominant memory, but I find I can remember the Vienna Basin well. The
vegetation noticeably changed; one was conscious of
being on the western extremity of the steppes. We could
view the Neusiedler See, and look across the Iron Curtain
to Sopron, only a year after the Hungarian uprising. Our
Irishman, Ted Neville delighted in the villages, with low
cottages, black-clad women, and geese in the streets; I
don’t think he had really taken to the Alps. The Miocene
molluscan fossils were fascinating too, especially to
Dennis Curry. We saw Haydn’s tomb in that extraordinary
church in Eisenstadt, but were told not to tour the adja-

Fig.1 The Hohe Tauern: metamorphic rocks

cent Stations of the Cross in our field boots. My wife and
I visited the area for the Haydn festival in 2004. It is still
beautiful, but thoroughly gentrified.
So to the Alps. We were shown the metamorphic rocks
in the Ötztal Alps near Innsbruck, and in the Hohe Tauern,
where controversy still raged about the relationships
between the granitic gneisses and the surrounding
schists. Richard Lambert went back to Austria to study
the question, and this became the start of the Oxford
school of Tauern research that flourished for many years.
In my own Oxford days in the mid 60s Bob Cliff was a D
Phil student and Ron Oxburgh was very much involved;
soon he led his own GA trip to Austria and that did lead to
a fundamental paper and an excellent field guide, both in
the Proceedings for 1968. By that time plate tectonics
had started to make sense of orogeny, and a further ten
years of field work had cleared up many of the problems
that puzzled us in the 50s. Nobody doubted any more
that the Tauern was a tectonic window.
The part of the Alps that made most impression on me
was the Dachstein massif and adjacent parts of the
Northern Calcareous Alps. Classic ground for nappe theory, and superb scenery, we stayed at night in Halstatt,
the prettiest village in the world. It is possible to regard
the Tauern mountains (figure 1) like Scottish ones but
bigger; the limestone Alps are something else (figure2).
We were totally puzzled by the Dachsteinkalk as a sediment, especially the red sediment patches in the white
limestone. Walter Schwartzacher had started to make
sense of it, but we (or I) didn’t know that, and Al Fischer’s
classic paper of 1964, on internal sediments among much
else, was still in the future. Another revelation was the
recency of uplift and faulting. We saw garnet-bearing
gravels in a limestone cave: they had come from the
Tauern across an area where a deep fault-valley now lies,
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and the cave itself was open to the air at both ends, erosion having severed it from its source. And the ice-caves
(ice in caves in limestone, not caves in ice) were simply
beautiful. I took some friends there a few years later in
August, but of course they are much better in June.
Besides the scenic and cultural delights already mentioned, we saw the monastery at Melk, on its crag where
the Danube cuts through the southernmost extremity of
the Bohemian massif, and the cities of Innsbruck, Vienna
and Saltzburg; musical associations never far away in
Austria.
I don’t know what effect the tour had on others, but for
me it inspired a life-long love of the Alps, their scenery,
geology and flora. Most of my research career has taken
me far from the Alps, but arriving in Leicester in 1967 I
found Hugh Jenkyns part-way through his PhD on limestones from Sicily, part of the Tethys so beloved of Peter
Sylvester-Bradley. We subsequently toured Austria and
Switzerland together, and I introduced Hugh to Daniel
Bernoulli; that certainly started something. As regards
teaching, I ensured that Tethys and its sediments got a
fair mention, possibly neglecting our own Carboniferous
Limestone in the process. Perhaps more importantly, I led
many of our summer field trips from the University of
Leicester to the Alps of Austria and Switzerland. I can only

Fig. 2 The high limestone plateau of the Dachstein massif

hope that some students found the environment, and the
science, as enthralling as I did on Jake’s trip nearly 50
years ago.

John Hudson

GA ENTERPRISES, Ltd
You will have seen a stall at various GA events, valiantly
manned by Barbara Butler, Lyn Allen and a variety of helpful volunteers, dedicated to selling us a selection of geologically useful or interesting items. This is a little company called GA Enterprises, which was set up to provide a
service to us, its members, and to provide a small income
for the GA.
The Company acquires and sells a range of relevant and
useful items at competitive prices. These include publications such as GA Field Guides and books on geology;
there is field work equipment such as hard hats, high visibility vests, Geological Hammers, hand lenses, field notebooks and collecting bags; fun items include souvenir
fridge magnets, car stickers, you name it and they seem
to obtain it!! Benefactors frequently gift items for sale,
and from time to time these include fossil and mineral
specimens, historical publications, and so on. There are
many “geo-organisations” around the country that publish
geological pamphlets and booklets, and many of these are
also channelled through GA Enterprises, which makes it
an important hub network for disseminate information.
The company is run by three “directors”, Barbara Butler,
Lyn Allen and Toyin Solanke. It has been in operation for
some ten years now, and the directors would dearly like
some extra help, in particular to help transport the goods
and attend the stall. We are very fortunate that Jenny
Parry has offered her services (a big thank you to Jenny)
but on the principle that many hands make light work, we
would really appreciate some extra volunteers.
The stall is set up once a month for our lecture meetings in Burlington House on a Friday evening. The goods
are stored downstairs, and are carried up and laid out on
the table in the library at about 5.00 pm.
Members
“browse and buy” whilst they are having refreshments
prior to the lecture. Help is required to fetch and carry,
and act as salesperson. Barbara looks after the accounts,
and prices everything.
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Barbara Butler and Lyn Allen running the GA Enterprises stall at the
Festival of Geology

Occasionally we set up stall at other events, such as the
GA Festival of Geology / Annual Reunion in University
College; we also attended the weekend meetings in
Brighton, Cardiff and Scarborough. For these events, the
goods are transported by car; the volume of goods is not
huge, and does not need a van. Again, help is required
to transport the goods and attend the stall.
As you can see, the work is not onerous and, indeed, it
is quite a sociable occasion very much appreciated by GA
members. If you can help, please call or e-mail Sarah
Stafford our GA Executive Secretary in Burlington House
(020 7434 9298, e-mail: geol.assoc@btinternet.com).

GA Enterprises needs YOU!
Graham Williams
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Rockwatch News
Winter time notwithstanding,
Rockwatch has been out and about,
encouraging young and old, families
and school children, to explore the
world about them through geo-activities.
In early January Rockwatch joined
the Geological Society at the launch
of its 200th birthday celebrations at
Burlington House. As well as enjoying
a splendid lunch, I gave talks to visiting school children helping them to
understand the part played by geologists in ensuring that they could fill
their shopping baskets with a range
of "goodies". Most had no idea and
were genuinely surprised at the input
geologists have to the comfort of
their daily lives!
We had superb Family Fun Days at
the Sedgwick Museum in Cambridge
and the Bristol City Museum & Art
Gallery during the spring half-term.
Both events were a hive of activity. At
the Sedgwick we had an excellent
mini-conference with talks by students
with
lots
volunteer
Rockwatchers acting as props! The
Time Truck Team were there (they
received support from the Curry
Fund) and were kept busy by curious
and enthusiastic children and many
other activities run by volunteers and
students. At Bristol, there were many
local geology groups and fossil deal-

Rockwatch at Sedgwick February 2007

ers as well as a range of activities run
by Rockwatch. Students from the university ran our Racing Trilobites during the day and had as much fun as
the children!
Science Week in March is always
busy for Rockwatch and this year was
no exception. We had an excellent
day
at
Parkroyal
School
in
Macclesfield where the children and
their teachers had done a lot of

preparatory work prior to my visit.
They were thrilled to see some of the
wonderful rock and fossil samples we
have - and could identify many of
them, much to my delight. The rest of
the week was spent with the British
Geological Survey in Keyworth where
almost a thousand children from local
schools came to see just what it is
that geologists do! On the Saturday
we had a very successful Family Day
with visitors rushing in as soon as the
doors were open! BGS staff were very
supportive and had some superb displays and a range of activities complementary to those of Rcokwatch. As
ever, our Jurassic dioramas and fossil
plaster casting activities were very
popular and kept all our helpers
extremely busy.
We are very fortunate to have support and help from so many people
and we do thank all of you. We would
be hard pressed to run so many
events without such willing helpers.

Susan Brown
Rockwatch Chairman

Burgess Shale and Ice Age diorama at Sedgwick
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Every year Rockwatch has a prize for the best article written in
the Rock Writer competition
Harold Bradbury won the prize in 2006 for this article.
Montaña Blanca expedition 2006
Introduction and Aims
In April 2006 I went on an expedition to Montaña Blanca
on Tenerife to investigate how the volcanic deposits
depend on the distance from their eruptive source. My
objectives were: 1. to see how the nature of the deposits
varies and 2. to see how the size of air fall pumice varies.
Tenerife is one of a chain of volcanic Islands over a hot
spot off northern Africa. Much of Tenerife is the remains
of the Cañadas volcano, which is believed to have collapsed over a lava chamber between 1.5 million and
170,000 years ago. The resulting caldera is about 10 by
15 kilometres. The volcano of Teide has formed in the
caldera of the Cañadas volcano. Montaña Blanca is a lava
dome on the east flank of Teide. My investigation focussed
on deposits from an eruption along a 2km fissure on
Montaña Blanca that happened about 2000 years ago.
The members of the party were myself, my brother
and two sisters and my parents. Figure 1 shows me
standing on the caldera wall with a backdrop of Teide and
my finger indicating the summit of Montaña Blanca.
Figure 2 is a view into the Montaña Blanca fissure.

Figure 1: Harold Bradbury indicating Montaña Blanca Summit
which lies on the eastern flank of Teide

Permit and trial expedition
We needed a scientific permit from the Parque Nacional
del Teide for our expedition to the Montaña Blanca fissure.
Despite some problems, due to a lost email, they were
very helpful and we received the permit within 24 hours.
On 12th April we made a trial expedition up Montaña
Guajara, which is 2718m tall and the tallest caldera peak
in Tenerife. We needed photographs of deposits at intervals down the mountain and needed a method to know
where they were taken. We tried using an altimeter and
notebook but this took longer than we expected and was
difficult in wind and rain. We decided that a quicker
method for the Montaña Blanca expedition would be to
accompany each photograph of deposits with a scene setting photograph that would allow us to work out where it
had been taken.
On the 13th April the rain was torrential. We drove to
the base of Teide but decided not to go up because of the
wind and rain. This was a wise decision, as it turned out,
as when we got up next morning the clouds had cleared
and we saw that while it had been raining in the caldera,
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Figure 2: A view into the Fissure on Montaña Blanca

a blizzard must have engulfed Teide.
The Expedition
We made the expedition up Montaña Blanca on 14th
April. We had decided that we would walk on the marked
path until we were above the fissure. We would then walk
off on a circuit that would take us along the fissure then
up to the top of Montaña Blanca at 2748m. The climb was
about 400m. The route is marked as "expedition route" on
the map shown in figure 3.
The sky was clear apart from one or two clouds. We
soon found ourselves walking up the path on unblemished
snow, which was quite deep in places. The scenery was
stunning as we could see down into the caldera and at
times we could see out to sea. The climb through the
snow was quite difficult as the snow was sometimes up
past our walking boots. Also although the path had zigzags to make the climb easier it was still steep. The sunlight reflecting off the snow was very bright and we were
squinting for some of the time. When we got to the fissure
it was amazing to see how there were walls along the
sides. Also it was stunning to think how once fire fountains had poured forth all along the fissure where I was
now walking. From the fissure we could see much of the
caldera and up to the top of Teide. We walked along the
fissure, which in part had about 2m high ramparts of spattered material. We walked to the top of Montaña Blanca
where we could look down on the fissure and see it
snaking along beneath us. We walked back down Montaña
Blanca passing a number of walkers who were starting the
climb up.
Data Collection and processing
I had to collect data showing how the deposit materials
and sizes varied. I took pictures because Teide is a national park and it is forbidden to take samples. Along with
each picture of the volcanic material I took a scene-setting photo so that when we got home we could work out
where I had taken the photo. I placed a 90 mm penknife
in each photo of deposits so that I could work out how
large the pieces were. I estimated the typical size of
pumice pieces from the penknife. I did this on a computer screen taking the average number of pieces along several lines drawn parallel to the penknife.
I took about 150 photographs from places along the
expedition route shown in Figure 3.
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DSCN0223
650m NNE of
fissure
View of red
pumice over
green pumice
on east
slopes of
Montaña
Blanca

DSCN0225
700m NNE of
fissure.
Red loose
Pumice.

DSCN0227
700m NNE of
fissure.
Grey-green
loose pumice

Table 1: Montana Blanca pumice

DSCN0288 View W
away from S rampart.

Figure 3: Expedition route with annotated view

Analysis and results
Table 1 contains photographs of the Montaña Blanca
air fall pumice.
Table 2 contains photographs of deposits close to the
fissure.
Away from the fissure there were fields of similar sized
pieces of pumice. On slopes where there had been erosion you could see that there had initially been a fall of
grey-green pumice, which had subsequently been covered by a fall of red pumice. As we were approaching the
fissure there were more and more blocks of welded
pumice, which were getting larger and more common.
Also the loose pumice was getting larger and as we got
close to the fissure there were large blocks of spattered
material and welded pumice. The ramparts of the fissure
were made of spattered material, which was often pink,
orange or brown. In some places on the ramparts there
were splashes of a black material, possibly obsidian. I
think this was probably released in the dying throes of
the eruption as it is on top of all other materials.
Figure 4 is a graph of the results of the analysis of
pumice diameter. It shows that there is clear trend that
the pumice diameters decrease with distance from the
fissure. Quite close to the fissure the typical diameter is
around 45 mm while a kilometre away it is around 20
mm. Although there is a clear trend there is a lot of scatter on the graph. I think this is mainly because when the
material was laid down it was well sorted by the wind.
Since then, the pumice may have got scattered by the
wind and rain or may have been affected by a landslip.
This would explain the scatter on the graph.

View of blocks made
of welded pumice and
spattered material
(footprints show scale)

DSCN0308 ~30m NE
of fissure.
Welded fall out spatter

DSCN0292 on rampart at ~50m flow.
Rampart spatter
material

DSCN0290 N rampart
of fissure (~2m from
fissure)
Splashed black
deposit on fissure
rampart

Table 2: Montaña Blanca deposits near the fissure

Conclusions
I found that the variation of volcanic deposits was as follows. The ramparts were made of spattered material.
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fissure the typical diameter of each
piece of pumice is around 45mm
while at a kilometre away it was less
than half the size at around 20mm.
There is a lot of scatter around the
trend line. This is probably mainly
because of erosion by the elements
and displacements by landslides or
wind.
Bibliography
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Figure 4: Graph showing variation of pumice diameter
with distance from fissure

These ranged in colour from pink or
orange to dark brown. On top of the
ramparts there were splashes of a
black material, possibly obsidian.
Close to the fissure there were blocks
of spattered material and welded
pumice as well as loose pumice, from
the air falls. Further away from the

fissure the blocks of welded pumice
got smaller and less frequent. Away
from the fissure there were two separate types of loose pumice, red
pumice which was deposited over
grey-green pumice.
I found that the air fall deposits have
a definite trend in size. Close to the

Harold Bradbury
Aged 16
Rockwatch
member

Coming to a screen near you.... the new GA Web Site
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In the Footsteps of the Founding Fathers History of Geology Bicentenary Celebration
On the 13th of November, 1807, Humphry Davy wrote
to William Hasledine Pepys saying: ‘We are forming a little talking Geological Dinner Club, of which I hope you will
be a member. I shall propose you today.’
The dinner was scheduled for 5 o’clock in the evening
at the Freemasons’ Tavern, 61 Great Queen Street,
Lincoln’s Inn Fields in London. Eleven gentlemen sat down
to dine. They were Arthur Aikin, William Allen, William
Babington, Humphry Davy, the Comte de Bournon, James
Franck, George Greenough, Richard Knight, James Laird,
James Parkinson, and Richard Phillips. And although
William Pepys and Richard Phillips’ brother, William
Phillips, were not present, they were counted among the
original founder members, making 13 in all.
Following a ‘satisfactory dinner’ that cost 15 shillings,
the minutes of the meeting record:
“That there be forthwith instituted a Geological Society
for the purpose of making Geologists acquainted with
each other, of stimulating their zeal, of inducing them to
adopt one nomenclature, of facilitating the communication of new facts, and of ascertaining which is known in
their science, and what yet remains to be discovered.”
Davy had come to the Freemasons’ Tavern that evening
imagining that he was about to witness the establishment
of ‘a little talking Geological Dinner Club’. What he had
actually witnessed was the foundation of the world’s first
society to be devoted exclusively to the science of geology. Later that night William Allen recorded in his diary how
he had ‘Dined at the Freemasons’ Tavern, about five
o’clock, with Davy, Dr. Babington, &c., &c., about eleven
in all. Instituted a Geological Society.’ From such little
acorns grew the Geological Society of London which now
has over 9,000 members. It is the oldest geological society in the world.

To mark this remarkable occasion two
hundred years ago, the Society’s History
of Geology Group will be holding a major
event entitled:

In the Footsteps of the
Founding Fathers.
On 12-13 November 2007, an international conference, Talk with the Founding Fathers, will review the status of geology in Britain in 1807. Talks will also be given
on the founder members and the founding of the Society,
as well as on the achievements of many of its members
during the following 100 years. Guest speaker will be Dr
Iain Stewart, presenter of the BBC’s series Journeys From
the Centre of The Earth and Ring of Fire.
On the evening of the 12th November, a dinner, Dine
with the Founding Fathers, will be held in the New
Connaught Rooms which now incorporates the site of the
Free Masons’ Tavern. You will be encouraged to wear period dress. A plaque commemorating the Society’s foundation will be unveiled by the Society’s President, Professor
Richard Fortey.
The conference will be preceded by a field trip to the
Isle of Wight. This excursion on 9-11 November will visit
geological sites of historical interest and enable participants to Walk with the Founding Fathers over ground
where the geology was first unravelled by Thomas
Webster between 1811 and 1813.

Webster was the Society’s first salaried officer and his
work extended the seminal research of Cuvier and
Brongniart on the Paris Basin to an international level. The
trip, which will also cover the work of the next generation
of geologists such as Charles Lyell and Gideon Mantell, will
help participants understand the practical difficulties that
our forebears experienced as they tried to make sense of
what they saw in the field. The excursion will be led by
Professors Martin Rudwick of Cambridge University and
Hugh Torrens of Keele University.
Please note this trip is limited to 30 people.
Accommodation on the Isle of Wight has been arranged
for the nights of Friday 9th and Saturday 10th November
at the Wellington Hotel, Belgrave Road, Ventnor. This
hotel faces due south over Ventnor Bay and the rooms
have panoramic sea views. The cost includes dinner in an
award-winning restaurant, bed and breakfast for two
nights, and transport around the island by coach or
minibus, depending on numbers.
Don’t miss this unique occasion as it won’t come
round again for another 100 years!
For full details of this event, please email Dr Cherry
Lewis at Hoggchair@aol.com or write to her at Senate
House, University of Bristol, Tyndall Ave, Bristol BS8 1TH.
For registration form and list of speakers see the
website: http://geolsoc.org.uk/hogg
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Peter Keene, 2004, The Cliffs of Westward Ho! a sense of time,
Thematic Trails, 49 pages, £2.95, ISBN 0-958444-35-5
Having cavorted with my children
and latterly grandchildren over the
last 40 years or so on the sands at
Westward Ho! it was an especial
pleasure to examine a fairly recent
(2004) guide to The Cliffs of
Westward Ho! a sense of time, one of
a series of walkers’ guides to various
coastal areas of North Devon, published by Thematic Trails and in this
instance supported financially by The
Curry Fund and English Nature
(Natural England). In effect the guide
is a personal journey by the author
Peter Keene over many years, firstly
as a boy on holiday then later as a
geomorphologist based at Oxford
Brookes University with an evergrowing appreciation of the physical
and human evolution of the Westward
Ho! coastal area. At present the village is not as attractive as it used to
be, say, during Rudyard Kipling’s time
in the late 1870’s when he was dispatched by his parents to the United
Services College, at the time a rather
inferior boarding school, or when
Charles Kingsley was writing his novel
Westward Ho! (1855), from which the
community eventually acquired its
name. These changes in human activity over time, exacerbated by the
opening of a railway branch line from
Bideford in 1901, are well illustrated
by old watercolour paintings, sepia
photographs and maps. They set the
scene for the main thrust of the guide
which is to account for the nature and
evolution of the present coastline and
in doing so takes us back some
740,000 years into the Pleistocene ice
ages. Through an excellent series of
clear colour diagrams, maps and photographs the author outlines the evidence from which coastal changes at
Westward Ho! can be deduced. Peat
beds and sunken forest remains
exposed on the sand beach at very
low tides, Stone Age middens,
Neolithic fish traps, periglacial debris
(head) distribution downslope (the
Welsh ice sheets extending into the
Bristol Channel Basin though probably never engulfed North Devon) and
the remnants of ancient cliff-lines,
the highest about 8 metres above
present sea-level, reflect the many
changes in Quaternary sea-level and
climate affecting the area. Perhaps
the most obvious consequence of
fluctuating sea-levels saw the progressive development of the migratory storm Pebble Ridge extending
northwards from Westward Ho! for
about 2 kilometres and backed by
sand dunes, marsh deposits and
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head,which now make up Northam
Burrows Country Park. Between 1870
and 1900 it is estimated that the
crest oft Pebble Ridge had migrated
some 100 metres inland and in the
1920’s and 30’s the average retreat
was 1.75 metres per year. All these
events and the processes bringing
them about are clearly explained in
time-sequential block diagrams.
The second half of the guide takes
us on a cliff walk westwards and
southwards from Westward Ho! to a
number of look-out points such as
Kipling
Tors,
Mermaid’s
Pool,
Cornborough Cliffs and Abbotsham
Cliff, again well illustrated and illuminated by personal reminiscences and
description of the geomorphology of
the sites and associated soils and
flora. Understandably in a guide of
this type aimed at the general public,
but especially the many who have an
inate curiosity about the natural history of an area they, are visiting, certain background aspects of the history are diluted. Such is the somewhat
complicated solid geology of North
Devon. What is presented is fine and
includes a brief review of the geological history about 300 million years
ago, the plate tectonic situation at
that time, the sedimentation (including how to identify sandstones and
mudstones) and the folding and faulting. But to those of a more geological
frame of mind there is a tantalizing
lack of detail that one might expect
in, say, a G.A. guide. For example,
there is no mention of the fact that
the rocks being inspected belong to
the Upper Culm Measures or Group,
mainly the cyclothemic deltaic Bude
Formation (or the Bideford formation
as it is known locally) of early
Westphalian age. The thick beds of
shallow water sheet sandstones, siltstones and shales, as illustrated for
Mermaid’s Pool (viewpoint C), reflect
fairly rapid deposition along the
northern edge of an actively subsiding east-west aligned basin. Certain
sooty layers known as culm account
for the name applied to the
Carboniferous strata as a whole.
Earlier stages of the basin infill are
represented by thin turbidite sandstones and shales of the Namurian
Crackington Formation deposited
from currents moving along its axis
and these are exposed in the tract of
ground, especially the wave-cut platform, between Mermaid’s Pool,
Cornborough, Greencliff and beyond.
These rocks together with the overlying Bude Formation strata into which

they grade, all essentially striking
east west as a result of late
Carboniferous Variscan compression,
would be ideal for a representative
north-south scaled geological crosssection illustrating their relationships
and their steeply inclined near isoclinal folding and faulting. In all fairness
Peter Keene does include idealised
simple block diagrams of the type of
folding encountered. On the storm
beach fronting Abbotsham Cliff there
is reference to the presence occasionally of red pebbles derived from the
red sandstone cliffs a few kilometres
to the south at Portledge and
Peppercombe. These sandstones,
which outcrop in a small outlier, are of
New Red Sandstone age, rest unconformably on Bude Formation strata,
and clearly indicate a marked change
in climate and physiography of the
region.
However, geological information of
the kind mentioned above, although
of interest to some prospective walkers, those with stronger geological
interests, could also act as a deterrent for those holiday-makers just
wanting a quiet scenic stroll to admire
the cliffs and views and a clear explanation of how this splendid coastal
scenery evolved. In that respect this
guide succeeds admirably.

Trevor Greensmith
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The Marches Festival of Geology, 2007
The regional geology of the Marches has led the area to
be portrayed as "The Geological Capital of the Country"
and many have felt this should be reflected in the
Bicentennial Celebrations of the Geological Society
of London. A number of organisations in the Marches
have therefore agreed to collaborate to run a festival to
celebrate their 200th anniversary which will also be the
150th anniversary of the Geologists' Association and, incidentally, the 175th anniversary of Murchison's epic visit to
the area that led to publication of The Silurian System.
The festival will be centred on a one-day symposium in
Ludlow, on Thursday 13th September 2007, on the theme
of "The ground beneath our feet: 200 years of geology in
the Marches", supported by fieldtrips, exhibitions and
workshops. It will be aimed at a range of people including
local children and adults, amateur geologists, and geologists with research interests in the Marches. Related
activities are timed within a month or so either side; these
will all be listed in a brochure to be published in the New
Year and details are already appearing on the Festival web
site:http://www.shropshiregeology.org.uk/festival
The symposium's aim is to attract a wide range of attendees by focusing on five themes of general as well as
regionally significant interest, each with a pair of speakers: one with a national reputation and the other a local
expert. There will also be an accompanying poster display.
The titles of the five themes are:
The Marches in the past: on the edge of a
lost ocean
The Ice Age: on the edge of a glacier
The mark of distinction: how local character
is shaped by landscapes and building stones
Geology in the community: evolving perceptions
and realities
The future for geology in the Marches
There will be a Bicentennial Exhibition in support of
these themes, to be displayed first at Hereford Museum
and then at the Ludlow Museum Resource Centre. In addition, it is planned to mount and display the posters prepared by John Fuller for the Geological Society's History of
Geology Group meeting in the late 1990's, on the theme
of early geological studies in the region.
There are fieldtrip opportunities for fossil-hunting
(Wenlock Edge, to be led by the SGS) and raising awareness of the landscape (a geological walk up Caer Caradoc,
near Church Stretton, to be led by the SGS) in addition to
reviewing the geological science of the region. Another
fieldtrip will study the bedrock geology and glacial features in the Wigmore area, visiting classic localities made
famous by Murchison's early fieldwork in the company of
the Rev Thomas Lewis, to be presented as an historical reenactment of the early Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club to
the area (to be led by the Woolhope). The programme will
also permit attendance on the Geological Society's own
Bicentennial fieldtrips to Ironbridge Gorge and the

Letter to the Editor

Malverns.
In order to glean lasting benefit from the Bicentennial
Celebrations, it is highly desirable that the opportunity be
taken to record the current state of our knowledge of
Marches geology. The SGS Proceedings will be used as the
vehicle for initial publication (on the web) with the
Woolhope Transactions as the formal printed version.
There will be opportunities for publishing contributions
from both the symposium and the fieldtrips.
A series of GeoTrails is being prepared, in part to support
workshops and fieldtrips, and in part as self discovery
guides. These include:
In front of the last glacier in South Shropshire
The landslides of Ironbridge Gorge
Revision to the Teme Bank Trail
A reprinting of the Mortimer Forest Trail,
originally prepared by Jim Lawson
The building stones of Ludlow
The strategy to encourage further local participation is
to invite poster displays and to offer to publish these or
supporting papers in the SGS Proceedings. Thereby it is
hoped to encourage contributions by individuals, local
schools and amateur geology groups (U3A, WEA, SGS,
Woolhope and BCGS), and provide a public outlet for the
workshops run by the County Museum Services. This is to
be a co-ordinated effort involving the Shropshire
Geological Society, the Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club
Geology Section, the Ludlow Museum Resource Centre
(part of the Shropshire County Museums Service), the
Herefordshire Heritage Service (the County museum service), the Hereford and Worcester Earth Heritage Trust, the
Ludlow Research Group and the West Midlands Regional
Group of the Geological Society.
The Festival web site at http://www.shropshiregeology.org.uk/festival is used for notification of all events and
dissemination of related information, including registration.
Registration
Registration for this event (£20 in advance, before 31st
August, including a light buffet lunch; £25 after 1st
September or on the door excluding lunch) includes attendance at all the lectures and the poster exhibition in the
Ludlow Assembly Rooms on 13th September, and tea/coffee in morning and afternoon
Advance registration for the one-day Symposium should
be made with the Treasurer, David HT Smith:
25 Grange Road,Shrewsbury,SY3 9DG
Cheques should be made payable to The Shropshire
Geological Society.
Registration enquiries may be made by email to:
david@thursfieldsmith.co.uk

Mike Rosenbaum

Geological Trails in the High Alps – An Update

In the December 2005 issue the article on the Geologiccal Tails in the High Alps reported that a completely
new geological trail was being devisd in the Saas Fee area. The local mineralogist Peter Welti – whose mineral displays we had described, confirms that work on the new Geological Trail should be operational in 2007.
A Murmel (or Marmot!)
In the same issue, over–zealous proofing had incorrectly translated the local rodent “Murmel” as Marmoset,
which is in fact a South American monkey that has never been seen in Saas Fee (though who knows what global warming might bring!). This should have read Marmot – as in the one here being fed and photographed.
We can report that the 2007 spring snows were late but heavy, and the author enjoyed a fortnight of excellent skiing in March – as depicted, to compare directly with summer 2005, as shown on page 18 of the
December 2005 issue.
Tony Iles
Peter Welti
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The Box Hill and Mole Valley Book of
Geology
Prof. Richard Selley
(with an Introduction and commendation by Lord Ron
Oxburgh)
£4.95 + 560p p & p.
Available from from; A Wedgewood, Pixham Mill, Pixham
Lane,
Dorking, RH4 1PQ
This beautifully produced booklet on the Geology of Box
Hill and the Mole Valley satisfies all the pre-requisites of a
guide book for the layman. It is lucidly and interestingly
written, well illustrated and relatively brief.
In discussing the geological and geomorphological evolution of Box Hill Selley provides a vivid picture of the
region from the Cretaceous to the present day. A brief
description of the main rock types which range from the
Lower Cretaceaous Weald clays to the Tertiary Bagshot
sands is given. We learn that the first giant reptile
(Iguanodon) to be called a dinosaur came from the lacustrine and fluvial deposits of the Weald clays in 1841 and
that in addition, the deposition of the overlying Greensand
onto clay lead to the formation of a spring line which in
turn gave rise to landslips. The reader is then invited to
examine the remarkable 'outcrops' of the sandstone in
Dorking's famous South Street caves. The chalk is illustrated by an excellent scanning electron microscope
image of coccolithophoric algae and in less than a page
the reader is familiarized with the mode of formation of
chalk, the palaeogeography of the Cretaceous of NE
Europe, and the mode of origin of flint and markasite nodules.
The discussion of the Tertiary sediments requires and
receives an introduction to the major unconformity that
occurs between the Chalk and the overlying Tertiary clays.
After complaining that the famous KT boundary lies within the missing 15ma represented by the unconformity the
writer goes on to discuss the effect of the Alpine orogeny
on the area and shows how this vigorous orogenic event
in the Mediterranean sent ripples northwards which
resulted in the formation and erosion of the Weald anticline.
The writer points out that the impact of glaciation on the
landscape of the Mole valley is impressive and ranges
from the formation of the dry valleys to the deposition of
the intriguing 'clay-with-flints'.

The geology of the area is reflected in the building
stones used and this is beautifully illustrated and discussed in a section dedicated to the 'Role of geology in the
prosperity of Box Hill and the Mole Valley'. Inevitably viticulture is discussed and the author explains briefly and
clearly why the geology of the Mole Valley region is so
suitable for vines. It will come as no surprise to those
readers familiar with Dick Selley's enthusiasm for the
development of vineyards in Southern England that the
final section entitled 'The future of Box Hill and the Mole
Valley' sees global warming turning Kent into the Rhone
Valley. However, on a more serious note the possible
implications of climatic and geological changes are considered from both a short and long term perspective. It
makes uncomfortable reading.
This booklet will be of interest and use to both the lay
man and the geologist. It explains clearly how a combination of geological and climatic events have generated
the landscape around Box Hill and the Mole Valley and
what is likely to occur there in the future. It is conveniently sized (useful for carrying in the field), reasonably
priced and highly recommended.

Library Notes ...continued
Allan Shaw has kindly donated copies of publication “Glacial and Pre-Glacial deposits at Welton-le-Wold, Lincolnshire”.
2005. 39pp. Uniquely chalk-free in this area, the flint-rich sandy Welton Gravels were commercially quarried until the
1970’s. Though now mostly reclaimed for woodland some deposits still remain open. Professor Shaw presents his
study as a “…. Largely retrospective account…… based essentially on field observations….” An important record for an
area now a Site of Special Scientific Site, for which we are very grateful
Another donation gratefully received from one of our members: Découverte géologique du Luberon: guide et carte
géologique a 1/100,000. 1998. Orléans: BRGM. ISBN 9-787159-085041
The Parc Naturel Régional du Luberon was created in 1977, situated in the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region of
southern France midway between the Alpes and the Mediterranean, and since 1987, 28 important Tertiary palaeontological sites have been managed by the Reserve naturelle géologique du Luberon. Judging from the wonderful photographs there are excellent outcrops of white limestone, red sands and gray clays, the erosional history of which has
resulted in some spectacular scenery. Fossils of Oligocene frogs and crickets have been found as well as mammal footprint trails. A discussion of “terroirs” in relation to the production of Lavender, olives and, of course, wine concludes
this excellent publication which also includes useful itineraries for further exploration.

Elaine Bimpson.
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Physical Processes in Earth and
Environmental Sciences
by Mike Leeder and Marta Pérez-Arlucea
2006 Blackwell Publishing
ISBN 1-4051-0173-3 (SB), £25·.99, xi + 321pp
This textbook sets out to provide a broad undergraduate introduction to the geological processes that
underpin our understanding of how different domains in
terms of the atmosphere, the oceans and the outer layers of the Earth interact with each other. Unfortunately
the authors have clearly stepped beyond their own areas
of expertise to produce at times a confusing and superficial account while on other occasions presenting quite
complex material without much attention to detail,
including in many cases poorly thought out illustrations
and vague captions. The first chapter provides a short
introduction to the planet Earth, including significant historical discoveries that shape our basic understanding of
the planet, such as that of Eratosthenes who in the 3rd
century BC deduced the Earth’s circumference to within
a tenth of its true value. However the lives of these scientists are given pretentious dates in ka without a clear
explanation that these events appear to be relative to
the year 2000 rather than for example 1950 for radiocarbon dates before present (BP). Though the text goes
on to highlight how the mass of the Earth was calculated using Newton’s equation, it mixes up g for acceleration due to gravity with G for Gravitational constant.
Also, while surface rocks are less dense than average,
which implies that the core must be denser, the Earth’s
magnetic field is negated as a factor in concluding that it
is metallic.
A brief chapter outlines fairly well and concisely
the states of matter, temperature and motion, including
fluid flow in a geological context, but a figure caption
uses Å for ångström without defining this unit.
Regrettably the important concept of density is only discussed briefly in kg per cubic meter (official SI units), as
specific gravity relative to an equivalent volume of water
is considered confusing even though it is fashionable to
state densities in Mg and many continentals still use
grams per cubic centimetre. The next chapter on forces
and dynamics introduces the physics that governs our
environment.
However this is a poor substitute for
studying physics at an advanced level and gaining a solid
understanding before being introduced to geological
applications in slightly more advanced textbooks alongside a proper grounding in geology by this later stage.
Comments about the difference in weight between the
North Pole, the equator or the top of Everest, which
assume that a very accurate spring balance in a room at
constant temperature is required, are misleading as
gravity is around 9·832 m s-2 at the poles and 9·780 m
Gravitational acceleration can be
s-2 at the equator.
measured in the field with a gravimeter to one part in
one hundred million and approximated with a pendulum
experiment, as the period (timing) of each swing
depends on gravity and its length which can be varied.
Worse still, buoyancy does not reduce gravity as the displacement of fluid by an object simply provides a force
in the opposite direction. Things improve with viscosity
and solid stress and the basics of structural geology
including the Mohr circle, but later on in the next chapter there are some particularly poorly drafted deformation circles.
The following chapter about flow, deformation
and transport provides a turgid overview of these

processes
such
as
waves and
turbidity
flows which
omits any
mention of
graded bedding
and
associated
structures
which provide
clear
way up criteria in sedimentary
sequences,
as
the
largest particles settle
out of suspension
first.
This
continues
with
an
overview of
fractures,
faults and
f o l d i n g
before dealing with earthquakes and the structure of the
Earth and the transmission of heat by radiation and convection. Next the inner Earth processes and systems
chapter has a stimulating discussion of melting, magmas
and volcanoes. This provides some interesting insights
into how volcanic eruptions are generated, including difference in lithostatic pressure between the magma
chamber and the surface, though the key diagram
behind this concept needs more clarity and explanation.
Also the volume of lava erupted by the Valles Caldera,
around 1·22 Ma during the Pleistocene, was around a
tenth less than stated.
After this the rest of the chapter is a basic introduction to plate tectonics.
The final chapter on outer Earth processes and
systems deals with the atmosphere, climate, and the
complex interactions and interfaces between the oceans
and land surface including hydrology and glacial ice.
Unfortunately, the section on Milankovich cycles and the
long-term changes in the Earth’s orbital parameters,
which at the moment result in major ice ages roughly
every 100,000 years, is a rather muddled account.
Furthermore, the lowering of global sea levels by around
120 m during ice ages is omitted, along with any mention of the natural fluctuations in CO2 levels over these
cycles and the implications of the rapid rise in CO2 levels
since the start of the industrial revolution.
After this
there is an appendix outlining some basic mathematics,
including calculus, and a series of short “cookies” (good
for your intellectual health, we are told) that explain certain technical details, including stereographic projections
which are a subject in their own right. The index is
hopeless, as it misquotes the numbering system used to
structure the text, rather than simply quoting page numbers: this reflects a book that fails to deliver a coherent
and meaningful introduction to this wide-ranging subject
matter.
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In October 2004 Mount St. Helens volcano sprang back into life after 18
years of dormancy with the extrusion of a series of spines of hot,
near-solid magma several hundred metres in height, slowly filling
the amphitheatre left behind by the 1980-86 eruption. Anticipating how
the current eruption will evolve is being helped by detailed studies of
the petrological record of the 1980-86 eruption and its links to the
contemporaneous monitoring record.
Mount St. Helens is the subject of the July Meeting - see page 4
Photograph taken from the Cascades Volcano Observatory web-site.
The USG for is acknowledged for this photograph.

